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Plant holder for living solutions
A well-designed plant holder and room divider that makes it easy to create flexible, sustainable 

solutions and contributes to a healthy work environment. It provides inspiration, playfulness, 

and a vibrant indoor environment. A flexible and pleasant solution that grows into the office, 

where the same plant holder can be used in many different interior designs. You can place it 

freestanding, in groups, rows, or separately on shelves, tables or cupboards. Together with 

the clear-lacquered wooden tray, it can be attached anywhere to ensure safe spaces. Fill it with 

a variety of plants and create different types of zones and small green oases. Research shows 

that humans need to spend time outdoors in nature and adding greenery to the office helps 

to create a sense of calm and well-being. Different shades of green symbolise nature and are 

naturally stress-relieving and refreshing, with a special effect on people’s ability to recover. 

Grow is easy to combine with other furniture and interior solutions in social spaces and 

meeting rooms, or to screen off workplaces. The freestanding solution is easy to move around 

as needs change. There are underframes in different heights to choose from for creative and 

functional solutions. A room divider in different heights is an easy way to change the dynamics 

in an open space. The plant holder is made of metal and is available in black or white.  

The plant box includes a waterproof plastic insert for easy plant management.
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GROWFB GROWFBT GROWFB56 GROWFB79

Grow

 GROWFB   776 250 295 6.4 

 GROWFBT  780 255 300 10.0 

 GROWPI  770 216 290 1.2 

 GROWFB56  776 562 295 11.0 

 GROWFB79  776 788 295 11.5 

Unit mm, kg. 
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Functions & options

PLANT BOX WITH TRAY

The plant box is available with or without a tray. 
The tray always has a natural colour.

LOW CARCASS 

Low carcass for a plant box in lacquered black or 
white metal.

PLASTIC INSERT

The plant box includes a waterproof plastic 
insert for easy plant management.

HIGH CARCASS

High carcass for a plant box in lacquered black 
or white metal.

PLANT BOX

Plant box/plant storage unit in lacquered black or 
white metal.
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Kinnarps Colour Studio (KCS) is our range of materials for offices, schools and healthcare 
facilities, with a focus on sustainability, quality and harmony. It offers attractive materials 
that have been carefully tried and tested for suitability and sustainability in different types 
of spaces. The wide range makes it easy to find the look and functionality you want. Wood, 
metal, plastic, and textiles, colours and patterns that are easy to mix and match with each 
other and the rest of the interior design. This is a well thought-out range that provides a 
harmonised and sustainable overall impression, and makes it possible to choose the right 
material and the right colour for the right place and activity.

Plant box Black or white metal.

Tray Clear lacquered MDF.

Underframe Black or white metal.

For more information about colours and materials, please visit kinnarps.com/kcs.

Metal

White Black
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